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W

ith the implementation
of the Hong Kong
Exchanges and Clearing Limited’s “comply
or explain” disclosure requirements and
the increasingly heightened awareness and
demand from investors, Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) issues are
moving mainstream. From the company
management perspective, the question is
whether this is simply a trend or whether
ESG reporting is truly beneficial to the
bottom line.
Stock Exchange Raises ESG
Disclosure Rules
On 21 December 2015, The Stock
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited
(SEHK), a wholly owned subsidiary of
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing

Limited, announced that the proposed
changes as set out in its September
consultation would be adopted, with
certain modifications. Since then,
relevant Listing Rules have been amended to require companies to disclose ESG
information on an annual basis, covering
the same period as its annual financial
report. Going forward, listed companies
must state in their annual report or a
separate ESG report whether they have
complied with the new provisions in the
SEHK’s ESG Reporting Guide and give
an account to explain any deviation.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are
prescribed for disclosure on environmental and social issues on a “comply or
explain” basis. Most of the new disclosure
requirements have been in effect for
companies from 1 January 2016. But
listed companies are given until 1 January
2017 to prepare for the reporting of
environmental KPIs.

Listed companies must now make ESG
disclosures in the context of the new
SEHK requirements. More than that,
SEHK has noted that ESG disclosure
requirements will continue to evolve, with
a view towards achieving better and more
comprehensive ESG reporting amongst
listed companies in Hong Kong. It will
refer to regional or international legislative
and regulatory developments in this area
when reviewing the requirements for
Hong Kong.
As it is, stock exchanges in virtually every
key market in Asia either have similar
requirements in place or are considering
launching sustainability reporting. Stock
exchanges are believed to be well
positioned to facilitate the transition to
more sustainable financial markets,
improve corporate performance on ESG
issues, and promote investment that would
help meet the sustainability challenges
that the world faces today.
Study: Investors Demand More ESG
information
A recent study we conducted at HSBC
found that while investors barely paid
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attention to ESG a decade ago, 30 per cent
of professionally managed assets in the
world today acknowledge ESG in some way.
ESG and non-financial indicators have
become a proxy for sound management
structures and business ethics. As a
result, about US$21 trillion of funds
under management globally integrate
some form of ESG criteria into their
investment process. Our study also leads
us to believe that this will continue to
expand. The United Nation's Principles
for Responsible Investment, an initiative
to improve investor understanding of
sustainability and to advocate incorporating
these issues into investment decisionmaking and ownership practices, has
already collected 1,400 signatories from
fund managers, with a combined portfolio
of US$59 trillion.
The main driver of ESG investment
growth appears to be risk mitigation,
followed by ethical considerations and
investment performance. Since major
investment risks are increasingly
perceived as non-economic, these are
therefore often not properly accounted
for in traditional financial analysis.
One other finding shows that while only 5
per cent of multinational corporations
reported significant ESG metrics to
investors on a regular basis a decade ago,
some 40% do so today. The increase is
apparently driven by investor demand as
well as changes in regulatory requirements
from governments and stock exchanges,
which are also driving standardisation.
Various studies have demonstrated that
companies with improved ESG practices
generally outperform laggards. Investors
apparently view environmental indicators
as most important, followed by governance
and social metrics.
Private Sector to Help Attain Global
Sustainability Goals
It is not surprising to note that investors
view ESG information as important in the
context of risk mitigation. At the World
Economic Forum’s annual global risk

rankings survey, environmental and social
risks such as water crises, climate change
and social instability or inequality have
often been highlighted as key concerns. In
fact, of the five major long-term global
risks seen in 2016, four were environmental
and only one was socio-economic.
The private sector is expected to play a
bigger role to help contribute to sustainable development in general. In a recent
United Nations Investor Summit on
Climate Change, UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki Moon noted: “. . . the private
sector is the engine that will drive the
climate solutions we need to reduce
climate risks, end energy poverty and
create a safer, more prosperous future for
this and future generations.” Hence, more
corporates are expected to demonstrate
how their business and other activities
contribute to attaining the Sustainable
Development Goals (http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org).
ESG Reporting Plays Strategic Role
The Global Reporting Initiative, an
independent, non-profit organisation that
develops and disseminates globally
applicable sustainability reporting guidelines, has listed over 400 indicators of
corporate non-financial performance
(www.globalreporting.org). In 2011, the
Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board was launched to identify which ESG
issues are most likely to be material for
individual
industry
sectors
(www.sasb.org), which leads then to the
question of how ESG reporting is driving
company performance. Some key issues
are summarised below:
Environment
Natural capital and ecosystems are vital for
economic activity . For some companies,
the assessment of environmental risks is
embedded in the business model as a
licence to operate. For others, pressure
from stakeholders has driven increased
awareness and disclosure. The potential
implications of climate change have also
come into sharper focus following the
Paris Climate Agreement in December
2015. For any organisation, its carbon

footprint is probably the most important
environmental factor to monitor on an
operational basis, as it allows stakeholders
to benchmark exposure to climate change
between companies in the same sector.
With carbon pricing expected to gain more
support globally, new financial costs that
are climate-related will be seen, particularly in carbon-intensive sectors. Through
ESG reporting, companies are to demonstrate that they are actively managing
climate-related risks and regularly disclosing processes and progress.
Social
The relationship between a company and
its key stakeholders such as employees,
customers, suppliers, community and
broader society at large, is reflected
through social indicators in ESG reporting. While all stakeholders are important –
and their importance can vary from one
organisation to another – employees are
generally considered key to the success of
any organisation. As a result, many of the
social indicators focus on employees, with
key indicators related to motivation and
welfare, employee turnover and trade
union representation. A current social
focus is the promotion of diversity and
community welfare. Key indicators reflecting the performance of an organisation in
these respects are: share of female
employees in the total work force and
managerial positions, employment of
differently abled staff, share of profit
spending on sustainability / CSR activities
and average community volunteering
hours per employee in a year.
Governance
The commitment of companies towards
ESG is often demonstrated by the level of
oversight of ESG-specific issues by the
Board and top management. Integration of
ESG-related performance targets within
executive remuneration provides incentives for ESG performance and reflects
Board attention to ESG considerations.
The adoption of ESG reporting standards
reflects how ESG factors are measured
and managed within the organisation.
Verification of reporting can provide
external validation of the depth of ESG
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reporting and monitoring. Policies and
indicators related to reputational and legal
risks are also crucial.
Companies to Benefit from Reporting
Process
In addition to legal / compliance reasons
and the need to meet expectations of
external stakeholders (notably investors)
for better ESG transparency, companies
that have gone through the ESG reporting
process would know that the steps taken in
preparing an ESG report are beneficial
and strategically important.
As shown in many reporting guidelines,
including the Business Environment
Council’s Handbook on Understanding
Materiality
for
ESG
Reporting
(http://bec.org.hk/files/images/BEC_advisorygroups/BEC_ESG_Handbook_web.
pdf), ESG reporting requires the process
to ensure appropriate context, data
relevance, materiality, and comprehensiveness of the report.
In setting the sustainability context, related
policy and strategy are pre-requisites.
Determining materiality requires a deep
understanding of how and where you
operate, and forces management to think
outside traditional financial considerations.
For example, at the Board level, companies
need to consider ESG issues that may
significantly impact their bottom line if
played out in the market, and how they may
be relevant to the company’s long-term
corporate strategy. This makes continuous
reporting obligations meaningful over time
and part of prudent risk management.
1. Other considerations taken into
account in the reporting process are
beneficial to a company’s health. These
include: mapping out and engaging with
stakeholders, having systems to track
performance and collect data, reviewing
performance and setting targets that are
relevant to the company’s strategy.
When reporting ESG disclosures, make
sure to take the following steps: Understand ESG reporting requirements;
2. Set / review sustainability strategy (that
aligns with company strategy);
3. Assess level of materiality (sectorial
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focus, involving various stakeholders);
4. Make concerted company-wide effort to
track performance;
5. Consolidate and analyse KPIs on a
timely basis;
6. Set targets that drive better performance;
7. Use external assurance review system
and data integrity; and
8. Incorporate feedback from stakeholders
into the next reporting cycle.
The fact that material ESG data are
disclosed regularly to the public presents
another driving factor for better management and performance.
As SEHK rightly pointed out, ESG performance and reporting are obviously gaining
importance around the world. Stakeholders’ demand for better corporate ESG
transparency is greater than ever. This
trend will continue to impact how companies and their investors do business.
While keeping abreast of these developments, companies would appreciate that
ESG reporting will help drive better
company performance, and as a result,
Boards should start evaluating the need for
ESG reporting, as well as the benefits
associated with it.
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ᇆږႫҞᢰࢺж߰ऎԢϘታாߞгҦۘܠ
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ȄӤݺԑಧᅆᇆܠኊߞњࢺཕኧҐȂ
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࣍ҍڽȄᐐᇒݙգࢺж߰ൌ࣏দঋߞșș
փێদঋݑԴЙԢᑟᅹНКЙᆽहԢșș
৶ЍϘଠൌജऎϘৎᑟᅹକґߞᝯ
ᘣȄԯթȂധԺߤྻࢽዾᇸ๏ݺ৶Ѝϯ
ȂێКѽ৶Ѝߞᒕ࿂ݑ۶ᇊ׀ȃ৶Ѝࣹҵ
ߞఐȂѽфЍྻߞ҃ࠑݑऎѹঋߞࢽዾ
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ᆓݽ
гҦᅆņŔňߞݚᑉ݀݀Ҟంၭྻڰ۶ኸ
ᇒನϠ৶Ղ֣ᆾᇒņŔňᢜҍڽȄԴ֖ࣆ
Ϡ৶ᗟКҐϢņŔňࠑӫዾȂЙ֭գׄ
ᑬņŔňࠑȂӺҞх࣍ၭྻڰᅆņŔňயᛟ
ߞᝯަ۶ւዋȄᑟᅹݙళૼߞņŔňඡטዾ
ȂҞхႍ࣍ᑟᅹՂ֣༓࢘۶ᇒನņŔňԯ
Ȃփ੮ࣤņŔňඡߞטჅȂࡋҞऎņŔňབྷ
ඡ۶ᆾᅅߞಎ࢘෩ڻҳൊᢚᝋȄթҳȂሃ
ࠫ᠖۶ࢠޱলᔍգᝯߞࣆຉ۶ࢽዾӺϩж
দঋȄ

ϴѧџுઉܻ༘ൢแו
୵Ϟࢠޱġ İġ Ԫഢ১ԯ۶գቮঋᆕږҳൊࢺ
ж߰Ȟэظ࣏ێႤ߰ȟᅆгҦ෩ņŔň
ߞ࢘ށงౕҳȂгҦԴ؆ņŔňབྷඡؔ
ࢢȂྻϞႋԴ፠ņŔňඡטݙళۤߞ
నࣉЙ֭କ௲ڽՀȂӺۍգᐼರኊৃȄ
ӒՂधᖖ࠲ྻҍߍߞȮŃņńġ ŉŢůťţŰŰŬĻġ
ŖůťŦųŴŵŢůťŪůŨġ ŎŢŵŦųŪŢŭŪŵźġ ŧŰųġ ņůŷŪųŰůŮŦůŵŢŭĭġ
ŔŰŤŪŢŭġ Ţůťġ ňŰŷŦųůŢůŤŦġ œŦűŰųŵŪůŨȯȞधᖖ࠲
ྻјҊȈሮᝊᖖᄩȃߤྻфᇒඡߞטদ
ঋݑȟȞũŵŵűĻİİţŦŤįŰųŨįũŬİŧŪŭŦŴİŪŮŢŨŦŴ

İŃņńŠŢťŷŪŴŰųźŨųŰŶűŴİŃņńŠņŔňŠŉŢůťĮ
ţŰŰŬŠŸŦţįűťŧȟȞҪॻڻћߍȟфێҁԺԊ
ඡࢽטєݙӯȂԴ፠ņŔňඡטȂЙ֭ቮ
ঋፁ࠲ඡט෩ڻϞᏋညߞႤਫ਼۶हᝯߞዴᑂ
ȂӺঋፁ࠲ඡߞטদঋݑ۶ԑবݑȄ
ԴനܠҞࢺ᠈ਣߞ०ࡈቮঋԐϞሮᝊ
हᝯߞࣆຉ۶ຉರȄԴፁܠদঋݑȂቮ
ঋಎϢϞႋְՂ֣۶Դ৹㡯၃ᖉȂڭঝ
ᇒನኸԴࢥւঋႯҍཇࣆւዋߞੰ
ੰȄڼՂȂԴၭߞྻڰኸবϯȂгҦቮঋ
ւዋҞକЂᠩێᖻߞņŔňயᛟȞՂ
ލૌߞҍȟȂѽфഺڱயᛟሃгҦߞࠜ
ቈԋຉರգ֣ᝯ࠼ȄഺЙ֭҄ࠜ༡ᅁ
Ꮉࢺ᠈བྷඡയԇഺৎᗝనᢏఀգྍ၍ȂӺ
࣏ྕলᔍᇒನߞϘൊжȄ
Ĳį ԴབྷඡჅКւዋჅߞێҁԯգׄг
Ҧᇯࢺஉ௵ȄഺڱԯҒࣁȈᛃܠ۶త
ៈࢺж߰ȇ࢙ӲҞୠᚸࠑ۶՜༰ዴᑂ
ߞڀȇᕭࠑ۶ۘܠሃгҦຉರգ
ᝯߞӫዾȄԴݣᠨņŔňႤਫ਼ঋፁ࠲ళ
ۤϞѽϭَᢼȈϞႋņŔňႤਫ਼ߞབྷඡഢ
ܠȇ
ĳį ۘܠġ İġ ᕭҞࢺ᠈ਣຉರȞቮሃгҦ
ຉರϘ७ȟȇ
Ĵį ໞ֤দঋݑѪӀȞԧৎൊࠝߞদᙇታா
ȂઘфЙԢߞࢺж߰ȟȇ
ĵį ԑгҦԒԢୠᚸࠑȇ
Ķį фԳᑋԪ۶жޘᝯᘣᖻੜࢽዾȇ
ķį ۘܠգׄ෩пࠑߞӫዾȇ
ĸį ׀ӡҳൊ࠲ᝋ੮ۘ࢘۶ዴᑂ؆ᑋݑȇ
Ĺį ࢺж߰ߞྍڍҐϢϭϘৎབྷඡ۹งНКȄ
ڰᅁϯȂܠงԨгಿݣᠨদঋߞņŔňዴᑂ࣏
ҩϘৎգׄ෩пᇒನѪӀ۶ࠑߞԯȄ
ᗑӹݙЏӒፁࢽҍȂņŔňࠑ۶བྷඡԴԑ
ಧЏށᢖԳڽജদȄࢺж߰ᅆԋ
෩ņŔňߞ࢘ށঋِѧჅ݀ԇ֣ൌ
ȂփթϘᘌཕា᠈ᠩгҦфظێႤ
߰Ղ֣၃ᖉசȄ
гҦԴзྍഺڱਣߞԢȂӺሮԢ
ņŔňབྷඡգׄ෩пгҦࠑȂփၭྻڰԯ
թᕕႍ༟ܕໞ֤࣏գቮঋ፠ņŔňඡט
Ȃѽфໞ֤ێҞ௲ૈߞڽȄ

Ms Malini Thadani is the head of
Corporate Sustainability, Asia Pacific,
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation Limited.
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